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Objects only abandon something from their real action, in order to manifest their virtual-such action, to say, in general, the eventual influence of the living being on them. As if all lost to the Mattanal must be obtained by the Spam, spiritualism never hesitated to strip the question of the qualities with which it is invested in our perception and that, in
this view, it is Subjective Appearances. We believe that light will increase, as we show more clearly, by such illusions, the metaphysical error that confuses uninterrupted extension with homogeneous space and the psychological error that confuses "perception pure "with the memory. Therefore, it is led to consider the perceived qualities of matters,
sensitive and, consequently, qualities-as many phosphores curses that follow the track of the brain phenomena in the act of perception. But everything also changed in 'my perception'. My perception is, then, a function of these molecular movements; It depends on them. Thus, the Mattão has often been reduced to a mysterious entity that, just
because all that (80) we know is an empty show, can very well generate thinking like any other phenomenon. But among this perception of the Mattanal and the own Mattão, there is a degree of degree and not a pure perception, in the direction in the relationship of the part to the whole. Seeing that a true theory of memory refutes materialism, let's
put the same statement in a clearer language. It seems that the movement of my body to reach and modify an object is the same, if I told me about its existence by the ear or if it was revealed to me by vision or touch. But as the organism becomes more complex; There is a division of work; The functions (56) become differentiated and the anatian
elements thus determined their independence. Reduce Mattanal to Movement: These are, though unnumbered from fanatics They are only determined in relation to an eventual vision and an eventual contact, one without light and other without materiality. In a sense, we can say that the perception of any unconscious material point, whatever, in his
instantaneous, is infinitely higher and (31) more complete than ours, since this point reassems and It transmits the influences of all points of the material universe, while it is our conscience reaches only certain parts and certain aspects of these parts. I call, I compare my memories that I remember _ everywhere, in the organic world, I thought I saw
this same sensitivity appear in the exact moment in which nature, having conferred life being the power of mobility in space It is noteworthy for the species, through the sensation, of the general hazards that threaten it, leaving for individuals the precautions needed to escape them. In other words, we will postulate this system of images intimately
linked that we call material world and imagine here and there, within the system, real action centers, represented by Matêcia Live: What we want to prove is that There must be, contoured each of these centers, subordinated images at their position and variable and it; This conscious perception is obliged to occur and that, in addition, it is possible to
understand how it arises. But besides, the affection, in this hypothesis, is hardly clearer than the representation. For a demonstration of this type could not be purely negative. Reduce the Óxtical nerve of an animal: the vibrations emitted from the bright spot can no longer be transmitted to the concrete and hound to the motor nerves; The wire, of
which the omptic nerve is a part and that connects the external object to the mechanisms of the animal, is broken: the visual perception became impotent and this same impotence is unconscious. All these images act and react each other in all its elementary parts according to the constant laws that I call nature laws, and as a perfect knowledge of
these laws would probably allow us to calculate and predict what will happen in each of these images, the future of Images must be contained in your gift and will add nothing new to them. It's not, so, it can't be, anything we know, anything we think. Before criticizing this questionnamentable interpretation of an unquestionable fact, we can show that
it cannot explain, either in throwing light, the nature of pain or perception. The perception is therefore resembled those phenomena of reflection resulting from a prevented refractory; It is as an effect of the mirage. In fact, I notice that size, shape, even the color of external objects is modified according to my body approaches or retreats from them;
that the force of a odor, the intensity of a sound, increases or decreases with the distance; Finally, that the same distance represents, above all, as the surrounding bodies are insured, in some kind, against the immediate action of my body. Evidence of the structure and evolution of the rebro to follow, step by step, the progress of the external
perception of the Monetra to the superior vertebrates, we find that the matters alive, even as a simple mass From protoplasma, it is open to the influence of external stimulation and answers to it for mecionic, fanic and quantic reactions. And even assuming that we must distinguish, in each one of us, between the Spam and the Body, we can not know
anything about body or spicy, nor the relationship between them. For realism, in fact, the invariable order of the phenomena of nature is in a distinct cause of our perceptions, whether this cause must remain incolvable, or if we can reach it by an effort the (always more or less arbitrary) of the metaphysical construction. and the object would come
together in a prolonged perception that the subjective side of perception is the contraction made by the memory and the objective reality of the matters that merged with the vibrations multitudannations and successive in which this perception can be internal. But it should not be forgotten that in all the psenic states of this kind the memory plays the
main role. Nervous squads (18) seem diverse, tend to group into a system; At the same time, the animal reacts by more varied movements the external stimulation. But as soon as we compare the structure of the spinal cord with that of the rebro, we must infer that it is only a complication difference, and not a type difference between the functions of
the functions of cta and the reflex activity of the spinal cord system. That the gradual action of the augme- (55) of the stamulum ends by transforming the perception into pain, no one deny it; It is not less true that this change arises at a definitive moment: why at this moment is no other? Should we put the argument in another way? But in one case as
in the other, his writing is limited to transmission and division of the movement. Our internal affections, like our external perceptions, are of different types. Our 'indetermination zones'', at some point, the part of the screen. But the facts really suggest the opposite view. Each attribute you take from the matters expand the interval between
representation and its object. In assuming the re -rebro, by assuming the slightest past of the Mattanal, did you not assume all the images? Thus, we eliminate all virtuality, all hidden power, of the Mattanal, and set the phenomena of the Spam as an independent reality. But what I clearly see is that the cords of the Various Creamx registrations that
are called sensory squads interposed between the terminal branches of the centrifice fibers and the motor squares of the To the area, before the stimulatory received to achieve the will of this or that spinal cord engine, and thus to choose its effect. We must position ourselves as so many absolutes, of whom we see neither the origin nor the end. But
even when the incoming stimulation is not once prolonged in motion, it seems to just wait for your occasion; And the same impression, which makes the organism aware of changes in the environment, determines or prepares it to adapt to them. Having shown which memory is not, we should try to find out what is. We will not insist on these facts
because they will be encountered and thoroughly discussed in a recent work. [3] Let's just note that the sensations here spoken are not images perceived by us outside our body, but rather the affection located within the body. There must be a precise moment when the pain interverses: Ã © when the organism interested (57) instead of accepting
stimulation, repels. The representation is there, but always virtual - be neutralized, at the time it can become real, for the obligation to continue and get lost in something else. In the second, an ever-in-depth knowledge of the Matêcia becomes possible. Finally, he asks my consciousness as to the part that plays in dismissal: the conscience responds
that it is present, in the form of feeling or sensation, in all stages in which I believe that I take the initiative, And what fadies and disappears as soon as my activity, becoming automatic, shows that the conscience is not more needed. Here I am in the presence of images, in the direction of the word, the images perceived when my senses are open to
them, unnoticed when they are closed. The various prolongations of the protozoa, the eChinodermata ambulacra, sane of movement, as well as the tactile perception; The handle of the It is an instrument of perception as well as a means of defense. Danger can be deadly and light pain; Pain can be unbearable (as in toothache) and the: insignificant
danger. We propose, in the course of this study, that both are certain; and that there is no essential difference between light and movements, as long as we restore the movement of unity, university and qualitative heterogeneity denied to it by abstract mechanic; Since we see in the sensible qualities contractions made by our memory. But as soon as
the lie tries to connect the present to the past and to predict the future, it is forced to abandon this central position, to replace (15) all images in the same plane, suppose that they do not vary more for him, but by themselves; and treat them as if they were part of a system in which all changes give the exact measure of their cause. The movement will
pass through the cerebral substance (although not without touching there) and then will expand in voluntary action. The dependence reciprocates these two terms is, therefore, simply because of the fact that both are functions of a third, which is the indetermination of the will. So we passed insertively from contact with a pin for your sting. Let's go
deeper into this reference. Almost there is no perception that can not, by increasing the action of your object in our body, become a love and, more particularly, the pain. You will have to bring back this request, evoking in your turn an ex machina god; I mean that you will have to assume, by an arbitrary hypothesis, some kind of harmony pronated
between things and mind, or at least (to use the terms of Kant), between sense and understanding. When we represent things for us in this way, we do, but we return to simple convictions of common sense. The nervous system office is to use this vibration, for In practical, really or virtually performed. It can be imagined that the impression received,
instead of expanding to more movements, spiritualizes itself in awareness. And as far as affective sensation, it (69) does not appear spontaneously from the depths of awareness to extend, as it grows weaker in the space; It is one with the necessary modifications to which, in the midst of the surrounding images that influence it, the specific image that
each one will have his body is subject. Conscious perception means choice and conscience mainly consists of this practical discernment. Reject the portion of the memory, consider the perception in your state not mixed and you will be formed to recognize that it is not an image without an object. Realistic and idealistic are awakened in this motion of
reasoning. To give a definitive example, in addition, which interests us the most, we can say that the nervous system (79), a material mass that has certain qualities of color, resistance, cohesion etc. only properties. But how should this have some meaning, since the image of the nervous system and its internal movements is only, by hypothesis, that of
a particular material object, while I represent myself the whole material universe? But to the extent that the reaction becomes more uncertain and allows more space for suspense, the distance increases in which the sensible animation of the action of what interests it. As we will strive to show, even the 'subjectivity' of sensitive qualities consists above
all in a span of the real contraction of the real, made by our memory. But we must present this same ideas still in a and lead to an empathic solution of metaphysical problems (83) of the third form, so as to make it very clear why the problem of memory is, in our eyes, a privileged problem. What happens with Thus, we can say, if we want, that the
disturbance, after having traveled in these nervous elements, after gaining the center, changes to a conscious image that is later externalized at point P. in the second, " The data, of our different meanings, by the constraine, the own qualities of things, perceived first in the Thins, rather than in the USA; Has it separated them alone? - The first
hypothesis, the material object is not none of anything we realize: you put the conscious principle with the sensible qualities, and in the other a question that you You can predict nothing, which you define by denials because you have started by depoting everything that reveals to us. Thus, in other organisms, the touch is active and passive at the same
time, allowing them to recognize their prey and enjoy -lo, to feel a danger and make the effort to avoid it. When the philosophers disdain an idea so Simple and so close to reality, it is because the intracerebral process, which part of the perception, - applauded to them the equivalent of all perception. Thus, the essence of the human memory could be
reduced to mere matters rather than containing a higher and more spiritual element. From the indication of the rebro is sometimes conducting the movement received to a chosen reaction, and sometimes to open the whole movement of the engine, to this movement, to open this movement to this movement, to that can manifest all the potential
reactions with which it is charged, and can divide and are being dispersed. Thus, as a conclusion, the idea of cutting our perception into two distinct parts, is unable to unite: on the one hand the homogeneous movements in space, and on the other sensations without Mother in awareness. It is true that, between this question and this perception,
scientific realism can not find no point of contact, because it develops Homogeneous changes in the space, while contracting the perception of sensations not extended in awareness. Call the Leibnizian moments: each one is (32) the mirror of the universe. Indifferent to each other because of the radical mechanism that unites them, they present each
other to others at the same time: which means that they act and react mutually by all their elements, and that none of them perceive or is consciously perceived. It would be suitable for a ghost, not live and therefore act. If we become extra-spatial affection, we become inexplicable perception, but the psycho. In other words, the re -rebro seems to be
an instrument of dwarf in relation to the movement received and an instrument of selection in relation to the executed movement. Everything becomes clearer, on the other hand, (64) if we start from the representation, that is, from all the perceived images. This, in our hypothesis, explains the need for an education of the senses. What happens next ?
The indetermination of acts to be performed requires, if it is not confused with pure whim, the preservation of the perceived images. But it does not follow at all that does not exist for each affection, an immediate location of a certain type, a local color that is suitable for it. And from these laws, it was inferred that our sensations are only signs and
that the writing of each sense is translating in its own language homogeneous and mechanical movements that occur in the space. What distinguishes it as a current image, as an objective reality, of an image represented is the need that forces it to act through all its points at all points of all other images, to convey all that receive, oppose all the equal
reaction and containment, to be, in short, only one way that pass, in all directions, the modifications propagated throughout the immensity of the universe. Only if, when we consider any other place determined in the universe, can we consider the action of all matters as passing through it without resistance and without loss, and the photograph of the
whole as translocated: Of the plate the black screen in which the image can be shown. Here, we put our finger on the error of those who maintain this perception springs from the properly called sensory vibration, and revolts from an address of the address addressed to motor activity. What you need to explain, then, is not as perception arises, but as
it is limited, as it must be the image of the whole and it is indeed reduced the image of what interests it. But it differs from the mere image, precisely as their peans vary with reference to a variable center, its limitation is favorable to understand: of unlimited jure, it really limits itself ( 35) To indicate the degree of indetermination permitted the acts of
the special image you call body. As it does not choose, it does not need to explore the registration, not experimenting with merely eventual action. The more it develops, the more numerous and the more distant the points of space that relates to increasingly complex motor mechanisms. It is to fill these intervals that would need a education of the
senses. It is true that an image can be without being perceived; May be present without being represented; And the distance between these two terms, presence and representation, only seems to measure the interval between the proud of matters and our conscious perception of the matters. Then there is no more virtual action, but a real action, that
this specialized perception will express: and that is exactly what is affection. The reality of our perception is like this in Activity, in movements that prolong, and not in its greatest intensity: the past is only idea, the present is the ideal engine. (24) From this indetermination, accepted as a fact, we can infer the need for perception, that is, a variable
relationship between the living being and influence more or less distant from the swearing objects. Now, to say that this proposal is enough to show its absurdity. When we talk about sensation as an inner state, we mean that it arises within our body. All pain is a local effort, and in its own isolation the cause of its impotation; Because the body, in the
reasons for the solidarity of its parts, is able to move only as a whole. As a rule, any image influences other images in a way that is determined and even calculating, through what is called nature laws. We can, therefore, to say, metaphorically, that while perception measures the power reflecting from the body, the affection measures its power to
absorb. It is because, being linked to all other images, it continues in those who follow, as well as extended those who preceded it. He expresses and measures the power of action in the living being, the indetermination of the movement or the action that will follow the receipt of the stamulum. A matter of comparisons and inductions is necessary, so
we gradually coordinate one impression with another. For if we go to the end, the principle according to which the subjectivity of our perception is, above all, in the participation taken by the memory, we will say that even the sensible qualities of the MATÃO would be Known in themselves, from within and without without, we could disable them from
that particular rhythm of duration that characterizes our awareness. In such an organism, as ours, the nerve fibers called sensory are exclusively trained to transmit stimulation to a central record from which The vibration will be passed to the engine elements. So, as they want the internal movements of this time to create or determine the
representation of the whole material world-image infinitely larger than that of the brain vibration and the molecular movements and the Movement in general are not images like others, but something that is more or less than an image, in any case, is of another nature that does not have an image and from which the representation As by miracle. In
this image, I cut in thought all the afferent nerves of the cerebro-spinal system. These elements are the special concern of the physiologist and psycho; About them, all the details of external perception seem to depend and, by them, they can be explained. Now, the first is closely linked to my personal existence: what, in fact, would be a prominent pain
of the subject that feels it? But how could there be (66) something common, in quality of quality, between an elementary visual sensation and a tatile sensation, as they belong to two different gams? Bergson's thoughts on this theme are based on quantified scientific observations and were at the forefront of his field at the end of the nineteenth century. Therefore, I must make it a center, for which I refer to all other images. Now, the essence of every form of materialism is to maintain the constraint, as it maintains that conscience, with all its functions, is born of the mere interaction of material elements. I realize the afferent nerves that transmit a distance to the nerve centers, then the
efferent nerves that start from the center, lead the distance to the periphery and trigger parts of the body or body as a whole. To resolve the subject, we must first find a common ground in which combatants can meet; And as on both sides is agreed that we can only understand things in the form of images, we must declare the problem in of images
and images alone. What should we think about it? On the other hand, as a large multiplicity of motor ranges can simultaneously open in this substance for one and the same ex from the periphery, this disturbance can subdivide to any extension, and consequently dissipate in many reactions. Motors that are only springs. So he must go further, follow
the consequences of his principle to the end, and, after reducing the universe of the surface of the living body, hire this body in a center that will end up assuming that it is not Without leaving. But how does it depend on them? But if we allow, as experience test, the aggregate of images is given to start, I can clearly see how my body comes to occupy,
within this aggregate, a privileged position. In many people who are blinded from birth, visual centers are intact; However, they live and die without forming a visual image. This third argument is taken from the fact that we go through insensible degrees of the representative state that occupies space, to the affective state that seems to be semextage.
Our perception of the Mattanal is, so, not more relative or subjective, at least in Principle, and is part, as we will currently see, of fear and especially the memory; It is only unearthed by the multiplicity of our needs. In the first hypothesis, the Spam is unconstrable about the Mattanal, as you attribute to it the indefinable power to evoke feelings we
don't know, and to project them, we know why why in a space where they are to form bodies. As my body moves in the space, all other images vary, while this image, my body, remains invariable. Thus, in our hypothesis, we began to see the possibility of a clearest distinction (49) between Spam and Mattanal, and a reconciliation between them. Just as
pure perception, giving us tips on (78) nature Matêcia, allows us to take one Position between realism and idealism, so pure memory, on the other hand, opening a vision of what is called spirit, must allow us to decide between the other two doctrines, materialism and spiritism. [4] In fact, this aspect of the subject that will occupy the first attention in
the following two chapters, because it is in this aspect that our hypothesis allows some degree of experimental verification. Thus, the problem of memory is actually a privileged problem, since it must take the psychological verification of two theses that appear to be insusceptible proof, and of which the second, being a metaphy order, seems to go
very alright © M Borders of Psychology. But an injury in the congratulations decreases the perception by decreasing the appeal to activity when an injury from the nerves or the centers interrupts the passage of the nervous vibration, the perception of the © from this diminished extent. The first effect of this error, as we shall see in detail, is to profit
into memory theory, for if we have merely a weakened perception, we misunderstand the essential difference between the past and the present, We abandon all the hope of understanding the phenomena of recognition and, more generally, the mechanism of the unconscious. We argue as if our perception be part of the images, highlighted, as such, of
its totality; As if, expressed the virtual action of the object in our body, or our body on the object, the merely insulated perception of the total object that the aspect (60) interests us. The different perceptions of the same object, given by my different senses, not then, when they gather, rebuild the complete image of the object (47); They will remain
separated from each other for intervals they measure, so to speak, the gaps in my needs. (65) Senso of vision, which we choose as our example. Perception, in their pure state, is In fact, a part of things. We conclude that the living body in general, and the nervous system in particular, are only channels for the transmission of movements, which,
received in the form of stimulation, are transmitted in the form of action £ o, reflection or voluntary. Some cuts with the scalpel cut some packages of fiber: the rest of the universe and the rest of my body, remain what they were before. This subject should be perceived without the help of a nervous system, and without the senses of the senses, is not
theoretically inconceivable; But it is practically impossible, because this perception would not be the grade. How can it happen that 'my perception of the universe' seems to depend on the internal movements of brain substance, change when they vary and disappear when they cease? But it naturally leads to another. But to do this, we must leave to
import the qualities that materialists and spiritualists take from it: the last one they can make them representations of the Spam, the first they can consider them only as the accidental clothing of space §The. Here is something that concerns the action and themselves alone. But if, by the time, we find that the difference between perception and
remembrance is not only in degree, but it is a radical difference of spray, the presumption The (85) will be in favor of the hypothesis that finds in perception something that is entirely absent from the memory, an intuitive reality understands. Whatever this relationship, whatever the inner nature of perception, we can say that its amplitude gives the
exact measure of indetermination of the act that must follow. We must take into consideration that perception ends only an occasion to remember, that we measure the degree of reality by the degree of utility and, finally, that it is our interest to consider as it mere signs of the real those immediate that are, in fact, part and portion with reality. In fact,
there is no notice that is not full of memory. And I also understand where the interiority and exteriority is, which is, to begin, only the distinction between my body and other bodies. It seems, therefore, that it must be so with the second and that the external perception is formed by the project in the space an affection that has become harmless. For
although the function of these bodies is to receive stimuli to elaborate them in unforeseen reactions, yet the choice of reaction can not be the work of chance. But this is not equivalent to saying that the affection has, since the innio, a certain determination of extnsity? All pain, then, must consist of an effort, an effort that is stabbed to be an
undenested. Now, where is this hypothesis of ours, and what extent do I need to separate from the company with the other? In order for action to radiate from these centers, the movements or influences of the other images must be received, on the one hand, and, on the other, used. It seems, in the first place, as if the location because the affect is
fully extended (61) -of an affective sensation in one part of the body, it was a one Gradual training question. Some time takes place before the child can touch with his finger the precise point she was bitten. The fact is indisputable; But all that can be concluded is that some tests are required to coordinate the painful prints on the skin, which received
the bite, with the impression of the muscle meaning that guides the movement of the brain and the mother . Now it results from the nature and use of our body, as we will see, that each of its so -called sensory elements has its own real a. usually realizes; And so we can As each of the sensory nerves seems to vibrate according to a fixed way of
sensation. But neither realism nor the idealism is able to explain why there are two systems that the realistic results, in fact, of the universe, this is, from an aggregate of governed images, as their member relationships, by laws fixed, in which effects are in strict proportion to its causes, and of which the character is a center absence, all images
unfolding in one and the same indefinitely prolonged plane. Keeping the closest possible facts, we must seek to find out where, in the operations of the memory, the position of the body begins and where it ends. In an amorphous space, he listens to moving figures; or then (and it is almost the same thing), he imagines relationships of magnitude that
fits another, mathematical functions that continue to evolve and develop his own content: represented, loaded With the specimens of the Matêcia, Daã exhibited themselves freely in a unauthorized conscience. - But it is not enough to cut, it is necessary to sew the pieces together. The qualitative heterogeneity of our successive perceptions of the
universe results from the fact that each one in itself extends through a certain depth of duration, and that the member condenses (77) in each a huge multiplicity of vibran Appearance that appears to us from one time, although they are successive. My activity is then really diminished, in the sense that although I can produce the same movements, the
occasion is more rarely from external objects. In other words, if they exist in the places of the material world where the vibrations received are not mechanically transmitted, if there is, as we said, the indetermination zones, these zones should occur along the way of the which is denominated sensori-motor process; And therefore everyone should
happen as if the peace, PB, PC were perceived along this path and then projected Bergson fervently disagreed with this opinion and stressed to write this thesis as an accountant in the realization that the spicy can be reduced only to molecular activity. Discussion of how the memories are established and maintained by the human way. Here are the
images that compose the universe in general, then those that are close to my body and finally my own body. The doctrine begins from the order required by science and vain in the perception of only a confusing and provisional science. The more these interspersed squads are multiplied and the more they project the amoebic extensions that are
probably capable of approaching several ways, the more numerous and more varied, the paths capable of opening for one and the Even distance from the periphery and, consequently, the more movements of movement there will be between which one and the same stimulate the choice. Let us not say, then, that our perceptions simply depend on the
molecular movements of the cerebral mass. What follows, therefore, should be considered just a forgetting rendering, and we ask that the perception is provisionally understood how it does not mean my concrete and complex perception that © Expanded by Memories and always offers a certain range of duration, but a pure perception, I mean a
perception that exists in theory and not in fact and would be possessed by a being Placed where I am, living like me alive, but absorbed in the present and capable, giving up on all forms of memory, to obtain a vision of the immediate and instant mature. For, on the one hand, this image always occupies the center of representation, so that the other
images vary in the other order in which they may be subject to their action; for another Instead of knowing, as in the case of other images, your external skin. This is to say that the subject can not exercise powers of any kind of those we perceive. When this translation is made, the original Pale; But it could never have been done if the original was not
going to start, and if the sensation had not been, since the innate, located by its own power and its way. To speak more accurately, it is difficult to admit, for example, that the application of a stamulus elo's ec ãngua does not cause chemical changes; And these changes are what, in all cases, we call taste. But is it possible to conceive the nervous
system as living in part of the nourishing body, from the atmosphere in which the body breathes, from the earth that atmosphere surrounds, from the sun that the earth rotates? The fact that this is the head of awareness of the external perception is in fact what we can deduce the priori of the definition of living in living. The affection differs from
perception, as it is real rather than a virtual action, but this is just a methage. It seems to be that they abandoned individual action to take their part, as advanced posts, in the maneuvers of the whole body. The place and the functions of the living body, but one of them that is distinct from all others, because it does not know only without perceptions,
but from within for affection: it is mine body. This is why we claim that all perceived images subsist, even if our body disappears, while we know that we can not annihilate our body without destroying our sensations. Only in this condition, a science of the universe becomes possible; And, as this science exists, since it can predict the future, its
fundamental hypothesis can not be arbitrary. Therefore, we are now obliged to suppose, in addition to the visual sensations, on Above the Tactile Sensions, a certain common order for both and consequently should be independent of anyone. If our hypothesis is well founded, this perception will appear at the exact moment in which a stimulation
received by the matter is not prolonged in an action needed. Former peripheral, instead of continuing directly with the spinal cord cells and impressing in the muscle a necessary contraction, first mounts for the reBro (19) and then falls again to same motor cells of the spinal cord that intervened in the reflexion action. The passage of the disclosure to
the representation remains wrapped in an equally impenetrable mystery, because, once again, you will never find in internal states, which should be simple and not extended , any reason why they prefer this or this specific order in the space. But the psychology that closes the eyes to the difference of function and nature between perception and the
last sensation involving a real action and the first action merely as possible , you can find only a degree of degree between them. They stand out to themselves what we hold on the way, what we are able to influence. Objection extracted from the call 'specific energy of the nerves'-response. Thus, we are brought to the third and last argument that we
must examine. The first concerns the office of the concrete in the perception: we affirm that the congratulation is an action instrument, not representation. And, conversely, if the problems of pure psychology seem to acquire some light of our hypothesis, this hypothesis itself will win, thus, for sure and weight. You can say that my body is killed, or
that is an image: the word does not have importance. It seems that then, as if there was a degree of degree and no nature between affection and perception. And what constitutes our pure perception is our dawn action, in so far as It is prefigured in these images. The rebro is part of the material world; The material world is not part of the rebro.
Questions regarding subject and object, its distinction and its union, must be placed in terms of time and no space. The body is a center of action; Receives and returns movements let's consider this last point. If the visual image of the point had not been given, we must really look for the way it was engendered and soon confronted by an insolvent
problem. And finally, the representation must be posted as an absolute: we can not guess its origin or its purpose. But if we would supply centers of reais, this is spontaneously, the activity, the rays that reach it, and swallow this activity, instead of passing through these centers, will seem to be reflected and therefore indicate the Object contours. that
emits them. He was appointed Professor of Philosophy at College de France in 1900 and elected member of the French Academy in 1914. If the necessary and sufficient cause of perception lies in a certain activity of the re -rebro, this same cerebral activity ( 84) Repeating is more or less completely in the absence of the object, it will be sufficient to
reproduce the perception: the memory will be fully explained by the rebro. It is not admiring, so that everything happens as if its perception was the result of the internal movements of the rebro and emitted in some kind of cortical centers. Thus, perception is decreased by one of its elements every time one of the chains called sensory is cut, because
some parts of the external object become unable to appeal to the activity; And it is also diminished whenever a stairs has been formed, because this time the ready answer makes the question unnecessary. Its virtual action concerns other objects and manifests itself within these objects; your real by himself, and manifests himself within his own
substance. You must then, to generate perception, evoke an ex machina god, as the materialistic hypothesis of epiphenomenal consciousness, by which you choose, among all images that vary absolutely and that you positioned to begin, that which we call our re-embrane, -conferifying the internal states of this image the singular and inexplicable
privileged (16) from adding a reproduction, this time relative and variable, from all others. Here, on the other hand, are the same images, but reported each of them; Influencing each other without a doubt, but in such a way that the effect is always proportional to the cause: That is what I call the universe. For all that education can do is to associate
with the real affective sensation the idea of a certain potential perception of vision and touch, so that a defined affection can To evoke the image of a visual or tactile printing, equally defined. In most cases, these memories supplant our real perceptions, of which we have only a few tips, using them only as 'signs' that remind us of previous images. My
motor activity appears, thus, as a separate entity, a reservoir species from where the movements emit, always the same for the same action, whatever the type of image that called it. But the truth is that the movements of the matte are very clear, considered (10) as images and that there is no need to look in movement something more than what we
see in it. And I also see how this body influences external images: He gives them movement. In addition, the mechanism of this process is easy to understand. Thus, the matte is transformed into something radically different from the representation, something that, consequently, we have no image; Against them, they put an empty conscious of
images, of which we can not form any ideas; Finally, to fill the conscience, An incomprehensible action of this without form on this thought without subject. I question the physiologist and the psychology about the goal of both types. : That, in pure perception, we are really placed outside the same, we touch the reality of the object in an immediate
intake. But it also has the support of poorly interpreted facts that we should examine now. Far from depriving the question of anything perceived, we must, by contrast, gather all the sensible qualities, restore your relationship and restore the continuity broken by our needs. And it is easy to see that subjective idealism is to derive the first system of
the second materialistic realism to derive the second from the first. And, consequently, each of the qualities perceived in the same object by my different senses symbolizes a specific direction of my activity, a specific need. And no more in the highest centers of the Creamx than in the spinal cord, the nerve elements function with the knowledge of
knowledge: they indicate several possible action of one time or organize one of them. Only the first system is given current experience; But we believe in the second, even because we affirm the continuity of the past, present and future. The image, entrance, is formed and perceived in the object, not in the rebro -time taking, for example, a luminous
point P, from which the rays affect the different parts A, B, C, retina. The difficulty would consist of presenting from these very particular images the infinite variety of representations; But why do you seek to do so, we all agree that the brain vibrations are contained in the material world, and that these images, consequently, are only a part of the
representation? "What are these movements and what are these images touch in the representation of the whole?" In addition, it is impossible that this investigation is not We are some information about the psychological mechanism of the memory and the variety of mental operations connected to it. Objects extracted from the so-called "subjectivity"
of affective states: -Respost: the affective state is really where it is meaning (52), so it is inferred that all sensation is natural and necessarily not not The extended, so that the extension is overlapping the sensation and the process of perception consists of an exteriorization of internal states. Now, if living beings are, within the universe, only
'indetermination centers' and if the degree of this indetermination is measured by the number and classification of their functions, We can conceive that its mere presence is equivalent to all those parts of objects in which their functions do not find interest. And we may ask why happy agreement, because of the harmony in the established, these
sensations of different types are coordinated to form a strict object, from now on, on, solidified, common My experience of all men, subjects, in their relationship with other objects, with the inflexible rules we call the laws of nature? However, brief, we assume that any perception is, it always occupies a certain duration and consequently involves a
effort 4F of memory that prolongs one in another a plurality of moments. But how could my body generally, and my particular nervous system, generate the whole or part of my representation of the universe? It can be said that we do not understand the future without an equal and corresponding perspective (70) over the past, that the onrush of our
activity makes a void for it for which the memories flow, and that The memory is, therefore, reverberation, in the sphere of consciousness, the indetermination of our will. But the action of the memory goes further and deeper than this superficial look would suggest. They consider certain molecular movements of the Separated: Enter, some some In
our conscious perception, a phosphorescuity that follows these movements and illuminates the track; For others, our perceptions succeed themselves as a dishonorable scroll that continually expresses, in their own way, the molecular vibrations of the cortical substance: in one case, as in the other, our perception © Supposed to translate or imagine
the states of our nervous system. MATÃO AND MEMORY IS THE HENRI BERGSON EXAMINATION OF COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY, WHICH DISCUSS THE CLASSIC PROBLEM OF HOW THE HUMAN MIND AND HIS MEMORIES RELATED TO THE SHEPS.BERGSON USES THE PENHANICS OF MEMORY TO BUILD ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR of the
existence of the Spam. Certainly not, because they were gathered as a whole. But the less they remain exposed in isolation of the same causes of destruction that threaten the body as a whole; And while this organism is capable of moving, and thus escaping a danger or repairing a loss, the sensitive element maintains relative immobility the divisive of
work condemns. Without dan, I still have my willingness the same quantity and the same quality of movements in the space; But these movements may not be more coordinated for visual impression; They should, in the future, follow tatile impression, for example, and a new arrangement will occur in the rebro. For the idealist, by the opposite, these
perceptions are all reality, and the invariable order of the phenomena of nature is only the Sampolo by which we express, alongside real perceptions, perceptions that are possible. Now what is, in fact, the difference between the Mattanal as the most rigorous realism can conceive it, and the perception we have about it? Perceptions point to these
possible reactions. But if it could be positively established that the brain process responds only to a very small part of the memory, which is a lot of the effect of what the cause, this subject is here elsewhere, the vehicle of an action and not the substrate of a knowledge, then the thesis we are maintaining would be demonstrated by the example that is
commonly that is more unfavorable, and the need can arise of erecting the spirit in an independent spiritual spirit. In short, the memory in these two forms, covering as with a mantle of memories a number of immediate perception, and also hiring several external moments in a single internal moment, constitutes the main participation Individual
conscience in perception, subjective side of the knowledge of things; And since we should neglect this part in order to make our idea clearer, we will go too much along the way we choose. In the first, sensations without a vision moths combine with sensations without touch exit and the other senses, to give, by their synthesis, the idea of a material
object. I should convert it into representation if I could be insulated it, especially if I could isolate your shell. I step on reviewing my different affections, it seems to me that each of them contain, after their type, an invitation to act, with at the same time go out to wait and even not to do anything. In the totality of the representation, they are very little;
But they are importance capital for that part of the representation that I call my body, since they predict in every successive moment their virtual acts. Now, it is not our part to conclude an examination of the physiological problems raised by the interpretation of the two laws: Anyway, these laws are understood, if the specific energy is attributed to
the nerves or © forwarded to the centers, insure- (50) Montacible difficulties â € â € â € ¢ appear. From these very private facts two very general laws were deducted: that different causes act in the same nerve excites the same sensation; and that the same cause, acting on different nerves, causes different But the more distance decreases between
this object and our body (the more, in other words, the danger becomes urgent or immediate promise), the more virtual action tends to pass on the action real. The protoplasmic expansions of the nerve elements of the engine in the cleaven will be in relation to a much smaller number of the nerve elements called sensory. But I suppose the image of
the image I call my body was to exercise in other images a real influence and, consequently, to decide which step to take between several, all significant materials. For these elementary sensations without leaving that develop in the space, from where they come, how they are born, what purpose do they serve? Our understanding, giving up your usual
illusion, represents the dilemma, which one thing is or is not extended; And as the (53) affective state vaguely participates in extension, it is indeed imperfectly located imperfectly, we will conclude that this state is absolutely without leaving. The question is: how these two systems coexist and why are the same relatively invariant images â €
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